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I would like to begin this month’s ‘edition by congratulating our lead contributor, Damian
Piper on being awarded the CBE in the Queen’s Birthday honours List. Fantastic news and
much deserved, Damian.
Highlights in this month’s edition:
Damian provides us with two excellent articles this month: 1. Aggregation of marginal
losses? ‘. It gets talked about less because I guess it can create quite a negative
conversation. I’m all for focusing conversations in a positive context however for some
people this means they miss out on the understanding of the stuff they do which can get in
their way” 2. “Where are you operating from?” Expectations vs Reality.
An article from Joyce (my wife) for National Carers Week: Being Bettina’s Mum – Back in
the Real World “Our greatest fear was what would happen if Bettina caught Covid? The
media advised that drastic measures would be taken in the event of hospitalisation,
including the bar on family members attending the hospital and that patients, including the
most vulnerable of our community, would have to face being admitted and treated alone.
How would we explain that to Bettina?”
One from me: KEEPING A PERSPECTIVE – THIS TOO SHALL PASS “It is snowing outside,
and I am carrying an injury. I have flu like symptoms, and I am about to go for a nine-mile
run. Joyce, my wife tells me I should give it a miss today. “But Joyce you don’t understand if
I miss a run it is going to affect my time when I race at the weekend; the team need the
points; there is a trophy on the line and I am the captain.” I am pretty sure I hear Joyce
murmur “Diva” and then “Prima Donna”. Do you sometimes get things out of perspective?”
Steve Raw FinstLM, FCMI.
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Aggregation of marginal losses?
Over the last 10 to 15 years a fair bit has been talked and written about a term coined by Sir
Dave Brailsford, “the aggregation of marginal gains”. I’ve heard Brailsford talk a number of
times on this subject. He openly admits there are many variations on this expression some
of which certainly predate him. So, what is it? Essentially, it’s the concept that if you can
look at everything you do around a certain goal and look to improve by say 1% (or less) you
end up with lots of small changes that aggregate up to a big positive impact. I use this
approach in lots of the work I do and find it can really help.
In this article I want to talk about ‘the aggregation of marginal gains’ less helpful
brother. ‘The aggregation of marginal losses’. It gets talked about less because I guess it
can create quite a negative conversation. I’m all for focusing conversations in a positive
context however for some people this means they miss out on the understanding of the
stuff they do which can get in their way. In isolation these things are unlikely to stop you
from achieving. However, when you add them all up many people can find they are some
distance from being able to realise their full potential.
An exercise that can be really helpful and insightful is to take a particular goal and write in
two columns the marginal losses and gains that could influence what you are looking to
achieve. One person I was working with wanted to empower their direct reports more but
had been given feedback that they were micromanaging their work. Here’s a few examples
of things they came up with for the marginal losses:
•
•
•
•

Not preparing for 121 meetings properly and then feeling the need to ‘pretend’
they had read the pre-read material.
Asking too many closed questions in interactions.
Rushing the initial delegation of a task.
Not understanding how stretching a task was for their directs to take on.

In each case the person developed a more positive action or ‘gain’ to address the
above. The learning point for them was by asking the ‘loss’ question they found they
needed to be more honest with themselves about their own behaviour and actions. It really
felt like a penny dropped for this individual. So, if you are looking to make progress on a
particular goal and are struggling, how about analysing where all the little losses might be
for you and then most importantly work out what you will practically do to address them?
As always, I’m interested in how you get on.
Damian
damian@effectivechallenge.com

Damian Piper CBE
Change and Resilience Coach
www.effectivechallenge.com

www.effectivechallenge.com/podcast

“Our chief want in life is somebody who shall make us do what we can” Ralph Waldo Emerson

Being Bettina’s Mum – Back in the Real World
Joyce Raw

Many of you will have followed the “Being Bettina’s Mum/Dad” series created by Steve
( www.leadershipintheraw.org ) and myself which centres around our daughter, Bettina,
who copes with autism, a learning disability and a complex language disorder. Steve has
already written many posts about Bettina on how she has coped with the global pandemic thanks Covid19, as if we didn’t have enough to do! - and the steps we have taken to help
Bettina through it and Bettina’s own personal courage in finding sense and order out of
constant change. As parents, we can only imagine the mental strain and utter confusion
Bettina has felt and hoped that we have been able to relieve some of her anxiety by the
steps we have taken.

However, we are now about to go through a completely different phase - the return to a
more “business as usual” state - which will need the same amount of careful handling and
communication the onset of Covid19 needed.
Our greatest fear was what would happen if Bettina caught Covid? The media advised that
drastic measures would be taken in the event of hospitalisation, including the bar on family
members attending the hospital and that patients, including the most vulnerable of our
community, would have to face being admitted and treated alone. How would we explain
that to Bettina? How would she cope when she cannot always effectively communicate for
herself? It was a frightening prospect and, to be honest, I give myself a big pat on the back
on how we handled the move towards the first lockdown and (hopefully) preventing our
nightmare scenario. My personal guess was that this virus was not about to just blow lightly
through the world and die of its own accord. I am not a medical or biological genius, I just
have a lot of common sense, and it made sense to me to start protecting my family as early
as possible and therefore made the unpopular (initially) decision to insist on the wearing of
masks, gloves where needed and hand sanitizer by the handful! Fortunately, Bettina’s
wonderful carer/p.a (Donna) had already introduced Bettina to a regular practice of using
hand sanitizer as part of their routine. It was difficult at first as no-one else was wearing
masks, or gloves, which confused Bettina, but we kept to our decision.
However, with the introduction of a vaccine and the determination of a country ready to get
back to living as normally as possible once again, the re-introduction of a normal world into
Bettina’s new and accustomed routine will take careful step-by-step handling. We also have
to be prepared for restrictions to come back in, which nobody wants of course, and this will
greatly affect Bettina, so where do we start and how do we go about it? We will work
towards our five-point plan:
1.
During previous periods of respite from restrictions we have changed Bettina’s visual
timetable to suit the order of the day. This time we will not be changing the activities list
from “closed” to “open” and will leave it as the depressing read it has become!
2.
We will make a new visual timetable for Bettina with each day having two options.
One option will be the current activity which has been available for a few weeks (such as her
supported employment days) and an additional activity where it has become available but
may be temporary. The options will either have a tick or a question mark above them,
which is something Bettina has responded to in the past.
3.
We will not be going full speed ahead with all of her activities, even if they are
available, for a couple of weeks until we are sure they are definitely available. This will help
manage Bettina’s expectations and her emotions. As desperate as we are for Bettina to
take possession of her life again, we will keep a restrained attitude to freedom. These
activities may include going back to reading books in the library; going swimming; lifeskills
centre or to the cinema.

4.
Irrespective of any decision by the country to ditch the masks, social distancing or
regular hand sanitizing (I personally think and hope that hand sanitizer is here to stay!), we
will continue to embrace this trinity for some time yet. To be honest, Bettina has become a
star when adhering to these three rules and regularly prompts the rest of her family if we
lapse at any time!
5.
We will co-operate (as a family) on any vaccination programme or booster initiative
to keep our family, friends, and community safe. Despite Bettina’s very vocal objection to
having a needle stuck in her arm (twice now, thanks Mum!) and the gnawing ache I feel in
my stomach when we take her for her jabs (Bettina probably thinks we view her as the
family pet needing to visit the vet for shots!) we will cope with the accusatory stare from
Bettina; the worried looks from others waiting for their vaccination and medics feeling guilty
for upsetting her for however, or as many times as will be needed.
Additionally, we will keep a closer eye on any changes or enhancement in Bettina’s
emotional wellbeing which may indicate a need for extra reassurance(s) on what is
happening around her. Suddenly having people in closer proximity to her once again will
not be easy for Bettina, nor will the noise levels that will accompany re-found freedoms.
Eating out will be difficult at first as Bettina has become used to the companionable silence
of reduced background noise - I cannot think why I never thought to have piped music in the
background during family meals! - and having lunch in the park without menu choices being
discussed, or the hustle and bustle of restaurant employees.
As we go back into the real world and reclaim our freedoms, Bettina will most certainly not
be the only one to be anxious or confused, but we will tread lightly and, who knows, maybe
our five point plan will help someone you know!
Regards
Joyce
"Logic will get you from A to B. Imagination will take you everywhere." - Albert Einstein

KEEPING A PERSPECTIVE – THIS TOO SHALL PASS
Steve Raw
It is snowing outside, and I am carrying an injury. I have flu like symptoms, and I am about
to go for a nine-mile run. Joyce, my wife tells me I should give it a miss today. “But Joyce
you don’t understand if I miss a run it is going to affect my time when I race at the weekend;
the team need the points; there is a trophy on the line and I am the captain.” I am pretty
sure I hear Joyce murmur “Diva” and then “Prima Donna” This was some years ago when I
was an athlete for both Colchester Harriers and my Army unit.
Joyce and I recently recalled this example of losing my perspective when something had not
been done at work. I was becoming anxious and I was not focusing on conversations going

on around me. My sense of perspective had gone out the window and I really had to get
things back into perspective, which was difficult as I felt that this was something beyond my
control.
Do you have trouble keeping a perspective? I have been thinking about maintaining a
positive perspective recently, especially having gone through Covid19 and all that this has
entailed not just for my family, but other people’s experiences - some of them tragic.
Who is this article for? (apart from myself)






If you are feeling under pressure
You are spinning lots of plates (both at home and work)
Dealing with unexpected events (big or small)
Constantly worrying and feeling overwhelmed
you feel there is no end in sight of your current situation

Five Lessons I have learned about keeping a perspective (and often must re-learn):
1. Will this situation matter in six months’ time? I think I first learned this lesson when I
was a Registered Care Home Manager over 20 years ago. There always seemed to
be an emerging crisis, when I took a step back (usually on my drive home) I often
thought “in six months will this be a vague memory or a valuable experience?”
2. Share how you feel with someone who is not involved in the situation, so you have
an independent observation. Mentors are good and help you keep a cool head. I am
super lucky, I have Joyce. You would be surprised how quickly I calm down when
Joyce asks me if World War 3 has broken out?
3. To look at the whole "picture", keeping things in proportion to everything else that
is going on around me. I found stepping back from the issue I was concerned about
enabled me to gain more clarity, or objectivity.
4. Ask yourself this question – What is the worst that could happen? Then write it
down. I find that when I see it in ink, I can gain a sense of proportion.

5. To slow things down and be mindful. Taking a walk with nature can be soothing and
rejuvenating, so you are ready to tackle the situation that had previously felt so
insurmountable.
Related: Being Bettina’s Dad: Bettina transforming my life with mindfulness – Leadership in
the Raw
“If you woke up this morning in a nice warm bed, if all your loved ones are safe and happy
and you have food/water - why wouldn't you be grateful?” Joyce Raw
And one thing to remember:

Five things I need to do when the next time I think I am about to lose my perspective:
1. Laugh at myself – take your situation seriously but don’t take yourself seriously
2. Take some time out (if only for 30 minutes), this afternoon I went for a run in a
nature reserve where I have been training for the last 30 years and thankfully is
often deserted. I came away refreshed and with lots of ideas – one of which is the
subject for my next blog post!
3. Remember the last time you felt like this? What did you do that worked? Do that!
4. Remember you came through this before – back yourself to do so again.
5. Take time to be grateful for everything you have. Gratitude gives you the ability to
overcome worry, confusion, frustration, resentment, and dark moments in your life.
Related: Being Bettina’s Dad – Taking the time to be grateful and showing gratitude –
Leadership in the Raw
And one thing to remember: Have a cut off time (in a normal working week for me it is
7pm) when you switch off your laptop and stop looking at your smartphone. You are
exhausted and if you are making decisions when you are tired, they may be the wrong ones!
And finally……
I went for that run, hardly seeing one foot in front of me as I ran head down against the
driving snow - you could say I had lost my perspective. I was young(er), foolish and
(according to Joyce) a bit of a diva. Now? Now I have no excuses, the next time I start to
lose my perspective…….

I think of the challenges Bettina has faced her whole life it puts anything I face into perspective,
thanks ‘B’

Where are you operating from?

Working in tech is full of challenges and opportunities: deadlines to hit; bugs to find;
outdated views and opinions to navigate. These examples only come from the professional
elements of our world. There are at least as many personal elements. It’s common for
people to become frustrated when what happens falls short of what they expect. Being able
to adapt to these differing circumstances is often a key determinate of our success and

happiness. That’s a lot easier to write than do. Particularly when you’re ‘right’ and the other
person or situation is ‘wrong’. It’s easy to get caught out when there’s a difference. So, what
can you do to improve things?
Here are three things to consider:
1) Reality is reality
2) What you see on the surface isn’t all that’s going on
3) Get great at asking better questions

Reality is Reality
It’s easy to get tricked into thinking that we
have it right. In fact, there are many people
who pursue a whole series of unhelpful
behaviours when reality falls short of what they
want. Look around the concourse of any train
station when cancellations get announced if
you want to see evidence of that. I’m not
suggesting for one minute that it’s not
frustrating when this happens. However, being
frustrated is typically a disempowering place to operate from. Let’s be clear. There are
times when you are right, yet the current reality doesn’t reflect this. Once we accept the
reality of the situation, we put ourselves into a stronger position to do something
constructive and influence the situation for the better.
So how could this relate to software development. You’ve met with someone you are
developing code for. They’ve set out what they’d like to see happen and you’ve agreed a
timescale. You do what they ask. You then find yourself on the receiving end of a host of
unhelpful comments about the fact that “you’re late”. You are ‘right’, you have done what
was asked. You’ve therefore built your expectation about what’s reasonable. Now you find
its come into contact with reality. It would be easy to get defensive. I know in certain
situations I can. After all you did what was asked. Being defensive in this situation is unlikely
to help. Why?
What you see on the surface isn’t all that’s going on

There are multiple reasons as to why a person behaves
as they do. The number of variables in play that make up
the reality we face are huge. You can believe that the
person sitting in front of you is operating as they would
ideally like. Unfortunately, there are a whole host of
things going on in their world you just can’t see. From
work pressures to home pressures or simply the state of
their health. Or even an on-going argument they are currently engaged in with your boss.
You can’t see these things on the surface. It’s rare they will tell you. And in the case of the
argument with your boss, they are likely taking out their frustration on you. You are just an
innocent victim. So, what can you do?
Get great at asking better questions
The more proficient we get at asking questions the more we can
do to understand what’s really going on. These questions start
with the ones we ask ourselves in our heads. Here’s three
categories to consider.
1) Objectivity questions
2) Questions to improve your understanding
3) Take action questions
Objectivity questions help us put what is happening into perspective. Using a scale or time
can help here. For example: how important is this situation on a scale of 1 – 10 (where 10 is
death)? Or, how important will this situation be in three years? Many of the situations we
face probably won’t score highly or be particularly relevant in the future. What this does do
is allow us to operate from a position of improved objectivity and perspective.
Questions to improve your understanding. This next category is where we really look to
understand what is going on, often beneath the surface of a current situation or mindset.
Example questions in this category can be: what assumptions could I be making about this?
If I had what I want; how would I know? What would ‘shades of grey’ look like between
these two positions? The powerful thing about this category is that improved understanding
can open up alternatives to move a situation forward.
The final category takes your improved objectivity and understanding and turns them into
positive action. Examples include: who could I involve to improve this? What could I do next
that would make me feel proud? What’s the smallest step I could take to build momentum?
The last question is aimed at particular situations where we might get stuck or
overwhelmed. Of course, questions will only be of real benefit if you follow on and take the
action required.

We can all get caught out. Literally everyday the gap between expectation and reality
presents itself. We just don’t need to roll-over and accept whatever shows up. We do have a
choice about how we respond. Getting to the point where we work with reality and not our
preconceived expectation puts us into a stronger position to improve our performance and
results. And the really great news is that not only will this help at work, it can also help in all
the situations you face. Does that sound like something that could be of benefit to you?
Source: Damian Piper CBE

Hi Steve
Whilst researching taking a circumstantial view of problem behaviour, I watched Dr Pat Friman
talking about compassionate approaches to ‘problematic’ behaviour. You might like it…
Pat Friman: "There is no such thing as a bad boy": Igniting compassion for problematic behavior. |
TED Talk
Also, Amy Edmondson – Leadership in A Crisis’.
Interesting talk about how, in a crisis, it’s a good strategy to increase contact with those you lead,
even if you don’t have the answers.
Amy C. Edmondson: How to lead in a crisis | TED Talk
Finally, Liz Fosslien – ‘How to Embrace emotions at work’.
Looks at how to ‘feel feelings’ at work and how sharing can build trust, but oversharing can destroy
it.
How to embrace emotions at work - Bing video
Thanks

Justin Smith
Operational Manager and Registered Manager
PBS Coach and PROACT SCIPr-UK® Instructor
Thera East Anglia

“Half the trouble in life is caused by pretending there isn’t any” Edith Wharton

The Only Way To Tell Whether Advice is Helpful, Or Not…
Time to read: 47 seconds
Dear Steve
The Only Way To Tell Whether Advice is Helpful, Or Not…
Is through evidence – does it move you closer to your Outcome, or not?
Linked In, Google and our worlds are full of people offering Help, How-Tos and Guidance. In
response, it’s also filled with people offering their advice on whether the original advice
works, or not!
This second group are very quick to judge. I have seen people’s genuine offer of help
described as “Horrible”, “Stupid” and far worse.
We have included in The Home Of Real Leadership – www.thorlhome.com what we believe
to be the most powerful leadership ‘How-Tos’ of all and have received comments asking us
to “prove” they work!
So, let’s get back to the blindingly obvious:
1.
There is only what works and doesn’t work for you – as you, in your team or
organisation
2.

The only way to actually know what works – for you – is to actually do it and see

3.

If it does work, do more of the same, if it doesn’t then do something different

If this is such common sense, why is it so uncommonly done?
Because people – teams and organisations – are waiting for the perfect, certain, risk-free
solution and they fear doing anything until they are convinced it will work.
Probably the biggest single reason why so many people do not achieve their dreams.
Anyway, that’s my advice on advice – don’t believe or disbelieve it until you give it a go.
And, of course, that also applies to everything I have suggested above!
With my love and best wishes to you all
David
@nakedleader across all social media
www.nakedleader.com
www.thorlhome.com

Zoom Etiquette 101: 8 Tips to Put Your Best Face Forward During Virtual
Meetings
By Megan Nicole O'Neal
2020 required professionals across all industries to change the way they handle business.
After a year of working from home, for many businesses it has proven to be as if not more
successful than working in an office. So much so that more than 20 Fortune 500 companies
like Google, Spotify and Zillow have declared they will adopt remote or hybrid work models
indefinitely.
And although that is great news for many, working remotely requires unique skill sets some
of us haven’t quite perfected. Increasingly, understanding how to leave a great impression
when meeting over video is an important skill to have in your back pocket in order to
advance your career moving forward. To boost your chances of success, whether it’s a new
business meeting, job interview, or an important client-facing call, four experts share their
tips on what will set you apart from the rest during virtual meetings.
1. Dress for success

.

When planning what to wear in a video meeting, think about lighting and specifically how
your clothes will interact with light. Gloria Cospito, New York City wardrobe stylist and
image consultant has a general rule of thumb: Light colors reflect light and dark colors
absorb it.
“Jewel tones and light shades are best to wear on video calls/meetings, whereas black is the
worst shade to wear on video calls because a black top will absorb light—this means when
wearing black, less light is reflecting onto your face, which could give you a sallow
appearance by exaggerating undereye circles and shadows.”
Beyond colour tones, Cospito emphasized the importance of avoiding clothing with micropatterns. “Camera sensors have a hard time picking up little details, especially the not-sogreat camera on your laptop. As a result, tiny patterns look inconsistent or will create an
odd wavy pattern on camera. It’s best to wear items in solid colours or mid-sized patterns
that your camera can pick up more easily.”
The best silhouette for both men and women is a shirt with a collar because it naturally
frames the face. Cospito added, “Opt for more tailored tops rather than an oversized top for
video calls. Oversized, blousy silhouettes look great in-person, but on camera, your shape is
lost in the fabric.”
And don’t forget to accessorize. Because the camera only catches you waist-up, Cospito
recommends adding anything visible that can bring a touch of personality to your outfit. You
can try earrings, a necklace, a headband or hair accessory, a tie, pocket square, watch, rings,
etc. However, avoid anything that could create a sound issue, like wrist bangles that could
clink against each other while you’re trying to talk.

.

2. Find your power pose

Some studies have shown standing in a power pose can make you actually feel more
powerful and confident. However, if imitating Wonder Woman isn’t your cup of tea, there
are other techniques you can try to boost your confidence before your next big virtual
meeting.
Rasha Goel, an Emmy-nominated TV Host and media coach, has spent her fair share of time
behind a camera, speaking live to thousands of viewers. For those who feel nervous before
an important call, she recommended a breathing technique to calm your nerves. Begin by
inhaling to a count of five through the nose, then exhale through the nose to a count of five
and repeat this three times.
“The key is to focus on the breath and nothing else. You can do this five to 10 minute before
their meeting starts while sitting in front of your computer, with the video turned off,” said
Goel. “When the mind is relaxed, it can perform any activity without being nervous.”
You can also try watching or listening to something that relaxes you, like an energy-boosting
song or a funny video. Whichever you choose, be sure to hop into your power pose or listen
to your pump-up song with enough time to give yourself the mental space to prepare for
your meeting.
Vicki Salemi, a Monster career expert, suggested people give themselves at least five
minutes to refocus their frame of mind, double-check in the mirror that they look polished,
take a sip of coffee or water, and then get settled into the space they’ll have their meeting
with a few minutes before the call starts to keep the mind calm and ready to impress.

3. Don’t underestimate eye contact.
First, make sure you have proper lighting shining on your face, that way when you look
directly into the camera your eyes are easily seen. This helps display confidence and
establishes a connection with those on the other end of the screen.
Goel explained, “I have sometimes seen people look away from the camera while they are
speaking, which can be distracting for people on the other side of the screen. Speak to
everyone as if they are there with you in person, the eye contact shows that you are
connected.”
4. Mind your body language

.

One of the main differences between in-person versus virtual meetings is the ability to read
someone’s body language beyond the head, neck, and shoulders. As a result, Salemi

explained that body language becomes even more important when you’re speaking over
video.
“Be genuine and authentic in your emotions and realize body language is minimized due to
the screen, so your facial expressions are important,” Salemi says. “Instead of being robotic,
it’s OK to look concerned, inquisitive, surprised and more. Lean in a little bit, sit up straight,
and more consciously use your body language to connect with others on the call.”
Jessica Storry, a digital designer and creative entrepreneur, SNACK Brand co-founder, has
been working remotely full time since 2010. After more than a decade of virtual meetings,
she’s found that the most important rule when in a video meeting is being focused and
present.
“It is tempting to work on other things, especially with the amount of work we have
nowadays. But others can sense when you are distracted, and on video it is clear who is
really watching and listening.” Storry says with a laugh, “You may think you are winning at
multitasking, but I promise, you’re not.”
5. Up the energy.
Because communication is happening through a computer screen, you want to avoid
appearing like just another talking head. Actively listen when others are speaking, nod along
as points are made, and be aware of your resting Zoom face.
Goel recommended being energetic and lively. “Try not to be stiff and sit in one position.
Feel free to use your hands as you would in person, and don’t forget to smile.”
Because people won’t be able to pick up on all of your body language and visual cues as
they would in-person, when in doubt, default to a slightly higher energy level than you
might normally interact with over camera to break through the static.
6. Treat virtual meetings seriously.
Several experts expressed they see many people video meetings—and even job
interviews—who treat things too casually. Remember that just because you’re working from
your kitchen table, does not mean you’re “at home.”
Recruiters shared stories with Salemi about candidates checking texts or eating a snack
during their job interviews, which is a big turnoff.
“Treat every virtual meeting like you would an official dream job interview, when you’re on
top of your game,” Salemi says. “Arrive on time, interact and actively engage with others,
and cut out all distractions.”
Overall, Salemi said the people who stand out during virtual meetings are those who are
prepared. They have questions researched ahead of time, engage with people on the call,
and come across as more confident, prepared, focused and energetic than others.

Along the same vein of treating video calls like in-person meetings, Cospito advised, “Don’t
wear something in a video call you wouldn’t wear to meet a colleague, client or contact face
to face. Keep your wardrobe more elevated than casual, and wear pants.”
Even the best of us, including one Good Morning America reporter, have made this unfortunate
work-from-home mistake, so just take our word for it. Dress for success. Do your homework ahead
of time, and speak up. You can make a great impression by asking questions and engaging with
others.

7. Stage your background.
You want the people you’re speaking with to focus on you, and not what’s going on behind
you. Make sure the environment around you is clean and organized and be mindful of the
background noise. Situate yourself where other family members will not walk by, and away
from the kitchen and/or a child’s bedroom, which tend to be noisier areas of the home.
However, one of the most important things Goel emphasized for online meetings is the
framing. “The ideal framing for your shot is chest up, with your face filling the frame and
slight room above the head. The head should not be cut off, and there shouldn’t be too
much space between the top of the head and the frame.”
Understandably when working in a crowded home or apartment, it may be hard to find a
space you’re comfortable in but being in a space that feels welcoming to you will come
across on video. Salemi advised if Zoom fatigue is setting in, to perhaps try adding
something new to spruce up your workspace and pop on camera, like fresh flowers for
spring.
8. Build genuine connections

.

Storry explained one of the best ways to connect with people via virtual meetings is by
helping others feel comfortable.
“Many of us never thought we’d be holding meetings from our kitchen tables, bedrooms or
couches, with kids crying, dogs barking and doorbells ringing. Helping people feel at ease in
an awkward situation is very important and helps others feel like we are all truly in this
together.”
Storry’s team is located across multiple states, countries, and time zones. She attributes
their success to the way they aren’t afraid to communicate, ask a lot of questions and pull
strength from each other’s differing skill sets and perspectives. Which includes taking the
time to get to know one another outside of the “office.”
“Talking through work challenges and celebrating team accomplishments is important, but it
wasn’t until we began connecting through our personal lives that we truly became in sync,”
Storry says. “At first, we lingered on video calls to catch up on real life, and now we have
weekly ‘update’ meetings to chat about weekend plans, new hobbies or the latest Netflix
shows. We all care about each other, which shows in our work. Would I love to have

everyone in a room someday? Absolutely. But through video calls and because of how we
view each other personally and professionally, I feel like we already have.”

Megan Nicole O'Neal
Articles

Megan Nicole O’Neal is a writer with a passion for storytelling, traveling and whenever possible, mixing
the two. The UCLA alum lives in Los Angeles; more specifically westside coffee shops with equally strong
wifi and dark roasts. Connect with Megan on Twitter at @megan_n_onealor her website mnoneal.com.

“Small can be beautiful; a satsuma is not a failed orange” Rev Cannon Dr Rob Kelsey
TEN WAYS TO……
Are you just coming back from holiday? Or how about just going on one like me?

GET BACK INTO THE SWING OF THINGS
1.

Accept that the holiday is over

2.

Jump back into your routine

3.

Say hello to the boss

4.

Work through your post-holiday blues

5.

Write a to-do list

6.

Take some exercise

7.

Catch up with your team

8.

Think big thoughts…..

9.

……and try to make some of them happen

10.

Book another holiday

To improve is to change, so to be perfect is to have changed often” Sir Winston Churchill

Think lucky
Psychological research suggests that leaders who embrace the concept have a better chance
of inspiring those around them. Richard Wiseman a psychology professor has identified the
following key characteristics of people who are more than usually ‘lucky’
* They tend to have networks of friends and are good at spotting opportunities
* They back their hunches and have good intuition
* They expect to be lucky and create self-fulfilling prophecies
* They adopt a resilient attitude that helps transform bad luck into good

